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REACTION PAPER: WHAT? WHY? HOW?
Hilkka Stotesbury
Joensuun yliopisto

Most teaching of summ ary writing has been an attempt at “objectivity” and the
fading of the writer’s voice and identity. Writers, how ever, interpret discourses
they read or hear subjectiv ely from their own starting poin ts influenced by
their knowledge of the world and socio-cultural frames of reference. Since the
purp ose of all study shou ld be critical scrutiny of and reaction to texts and
ideas to be learned , it is important to provide learners with oppo rtunities for
making their voices heard and identities displayed.
This article attempts to throw light on the concept of the reaction paper
and on the ways in which it may be realized. First, the reaction paper is
distinguished from other types of critical writing. Second, two samples of
reaction papers are examined by distinguishing, on the one hand, speech acts
gener ally characteristic of critical writing, and on the other, speech acts
specific to the reaction paper.
Keywords: reaction paper, critical writing, speech act

1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this article is to address the genre of critical writing, in
general, and of the reaction pap er, in particu lar. As the title of this
article suggests, I shall first make a distinction between different
types of academic writing tasks and give a tentative definition for a
reaction pape r. Second, I shall consider the motivation for writing
reaction papers, and third, display a few samples of the ways in
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which students have tackled the assignment termed a reaction pape r.
Finally, I shall draw several conclusions from the samples discussed
in this article.

2 WHAT IS A REACTION PAPER?
The reaction paper is a fairly new type of critical writing. It can be
defined as a piece of reactive writing which is written as a response
to one or multiple texts, by which I mean discourses or other events
in the Hallidayan semiotic sense 1 . These texts may include lessons,
projects, complete courses, films, to mention but a few. The same
principle of a reaction paper also applies to the product ion of
learning journals. In other words, the reaction paper supplies
answ ers to such questions as what its writer did, why s/he did it,
what was experienced in the process, how the writer benefited from
it or what was the effect or result of his/her performing a particular
learning activity. The reaction paper thus encapsulates previous
action (whether verbal or nonv erbal) and can accordingly be
classified as a type of summary.
The reaction paper bears some resemblance to a critical
summa ry, the latter being, how ever, more pointed ly based and
prompted by the source texts which it reports, evaluates and
discusses. These three major speech acts 2 of reporting, evaluation
and discussion and their subtypes were distinguished in my recent
research (Stotes bury 199 9), which identified and described various
kinds of speech acts as manifestations of interpretation displayed in
critical summaries and book reviews. My definition of a critical
summ ary is the following:

1

I also subscribe to the distinction between text and discourse made by , e.g.,
Widdo wson (1 984: 1 00), that texts are realized as discourses in social con texts.
2

The sp eech act was cho sen as the analytical unit in this mo del since its
illocutionary or communicative force expresses the intentio n the w riter wishes to
express in the newly created discourse (see S totesbury 1 999 : 93ff).
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The critical summ ary is a piece of disco urse which gives the most
important poin ts of the source text(s), as judged by the summarizer with
reference to the purp ose and audience of the summary, exam ines the
source text(s) critically, interprets the contents and/or evaluates the
authors and/or the ideas expressed by them, and includes the
summ arizer’s own view of the text(s) or of the ideas expressed in them
(Stotesbu ry 1999: 23).

Another type of critical writing is called the response paper. This
reflects and responds to a set question and its aim is to produce an
academic essay or opinion pape r. Response pape rs are common ly
used, for example, in literary analysis. They may require a specific
reading task, such as studying a short story, and be furnished with
a set of quotations to help the writer to tackle the set question or
proposed task.3
There are a great number of different types of summaries for
special purposes. For example, Swales and Feak (1994: 105) draw
a distinction between private (often only a sentence or two long)
and public summaries, which are used for different study purposes.
The latter group includes such concepts as assignment summary,
used in the United States for graduate students to show that they
have understood some material (the equivalent British term being
literature review ); comparative summary, which can also form “part
of a longer pape r, or a response to an examination question” (ibid.:
127) and critique meaning critical assessments which can be
positive, negative or mixed (ibid.: 131 ). Critiques are further
divided into reaction pape rs and reviews by Swales and Feak (1994:
148 ), who also claim that these are more personal and informal in
style than other summaries. (Reviews in this special case refer to
journal referees’ assessments of manuscripts.) Slattery and Carlton's
term (1993: 26–27) is response paper and they suggest that it should
consist of “carefu lly summarizing an auth or’s major points and
thoug htfully responding to a few of them.” Slattery and Carlton's
definition differs from that suggested above for the response paper

3

I am grateful to Dr Jopi Nyman for his example of the task specification
for a response pap er.
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and rather approaches my definition of the critical summary.
Mathews and Nowak (1983: 163) talk about a reaction paper and
have used it (in the teaching of histo ry and social sciences) to
encourage students to react to a lesson. They have instructed their
students to express their reactions in the following way: firstly,
“opinions or ideas about ... ([the content of] a lesson)”; secondly,
“agreement or disagreement with the key ideas expressed ...”, and
thirdly, “a reasoned position from a defined point of view, possibly
framed by an opening question .”
The reaction paper seems to differ from a critical summ ary in
its focus on the ‘I’, the writer’s own identity. This makes it a useful
mode of reporting on, e.g., different experiences gained in selfstudy. In his definition of genre Swales (1990: 54ff) reminds us that
a genre name provides information on that particular genre. 4 On
closer scrutiny the word reaction can be hyphen ated as re-action
and examined through its constituent parts: action and re-. The root
emphasizes various activities that have gone into a self-study
project, for example, what the writer of the reaction paper has done,
perceived, and thought about, or how he or she has been able to
apply the knowledge accumulated in the implementation of the selfstudy task. In turn, the prefix re-, through its meaning of ‘again ’,
sugges ts the reiteration or recounting of the various phases involved
in the activities performed.
A template for a reaction paper could display, for example, the
following kind of organisation:
•

A reference to the source texts or events which the piece of writing is
reacting to (e.g., a lesson or a course; hence, I agree with the writer is
not a sufficient opening gamb it).

4

I am no t claiming any status of genre for the reaction paper but wo uld
rather regard it as a subg enre of both summarization and critical writing, not unlike
the informative or critical summaries (see Stotesbury 1999: 104). Y et, as Swales
argues (1990 : 56), “genre-nam ing can equ ally be generative”; hen ce, the specification of a new writing task may give rise to a new genre. I am grateful to Anne
Pitkänen-Hu hta for draw ing m y attention to this po int.
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•

The report of the topics or particular poin ts that reactions will focus
on (the same speech acts are applicab le here as in critical summ aries;
i.e., plain reporting, interpretative reporting, evaluative reporting,
evaluation prop er, evaluative discussion and discussion, see section 4;
in addition, two further speech act subtyp es, reporting of action and
reflective discussion, are used.

•

The writer may also choo se some poin ts or aspects of the sources; it
may not be necessary to cover the who le source text/event as in the
case of an informative summary.

•

The projection of ‘I’ is likely to be more common than in different
types of summaries since the reaction paper shou ld represent an
enhanced dialogue with its sources.

3 WHY WRITE REACTION PAPERS?
The necessity to write reaction papers, for example, in the context
of university language courses, is prompted by a variety of reasons.
These include, first, that most writing takes place as a subjective
reaction to some stimulus or previous text/discourse. Second,
reactions to sources are made spontan eously both by non-exp erts
and in particular by experts, thus there is no point in restricting
students’ writing and thinking processes, for example, to mere
informative summaries at the expense of more creative and critical
writing. It has been asserted that too much emphasis on
“objectivity” in academic writing may curtail general creativity, a
prerequisite to worthwh ile research (Hilpelä 199 0). Third, I argue
that the most important task of university education should be the
teaching of critical reading, thinking and writing. Hence, the
writing of critical summaries and reaction pape rs could be
increasingly used to reach these goals.
The teaching of critical approaches to discourse has been the
target of a great deal of debate in the USA and elsewhere where
there is a conc ern with teaching English to speakers of other
languages. One participant in this debate is Atkinson (1997, 199 8),
who has claimed that critical thinking is a social practice rather than
a separate skill which could be taught. Atkinson presents critical
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thinking as an asset largely belonging to white, male, Ameri can
discourse, which is usually unattainable by non-native students (cf.
Davidson 1998, Gieve 1998 and Hawkins 199 8). In a special-topic
edition of the TESOL Quarterly , focusing on critical approaches in
language teaching, Pennycook (1999) argues forcefully against
Atkinson and other propon ents of his view (see also, e.g., Benesch
199 9). Pennycook penetrates even deeper in his analysis of critical
approaches to TESOL by demanding transformative pedagogies and
critical engagement with the questions of power and difference in
discourses as well as critical theory as a problematization of the
given.
Another benefit of reactive writing, such as reaction papers, is
that it creates a ready oppo rtunity for writers to project their own
voice. In writing on the basis of previous texts, writers have a
choice, as distinguished by Goffman (198 1), between the roles of
animator and auth or. A writer assuming the role of animator is
faithful to the source texts, repeating its informative content by
means of an “intralingual” translation or condensation of the
subj ect-matte r. The role of the auth or, in contrast, brings the
writer’s own voice and interpretation to the source text. Similarly,
Greene (1995) distinguishes writers either as reporte rs of
knowledge (i.e., animators) or agents of change (i.e., auth ors). The
latter create change, for example, in the writer’s attitude towards
sources, which may give further rise to critical stances on discourse.
The writer’s identity has recently received a great deal of
attention. One proponent of writer identity, Ivani… (1998: 32)
reminds us that “there is no such thing as ‘impersonal writing’”.
She further asserts that “writing is an act of identity in which people
align themselves with socio-culturally shaped possibilities for selfhood, playing their part in reproducing or challenging dominant
practices and discourses, and the values, beliefs and interests which
they embod y.” Ivani… distinguishes four aspects of writer identity.
The first of these is the autobiographical self, which is shaped by
prior social and discoursal histo ry (cf. Bou rdieu’s habitus, which is
a set of dispositions to behave in a certain way; see, e.g., Thompson
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[1991: 12] in Bourdieu [199 1]). The second aspect is the discoursal
self, which refers to the impression whic h writers consciou sly or
uncon sciously convey of themselves in a particular text. The
discoursal self is shaped by the social context and it is the only facet
of discourse for which we can find actual evidence in writing
(Ivani … 1998: 29). The third aspect is the self as author, by which
Ivani… means the writer’s voice in the sense of the writer’s position,
opinions and beliefs. The extreme choices at writers’ disposal range
from claiming authority and taking up a strong authorial stance in
writing to attributing all ideas to other authorities. The establishing
of authorial presence in writing is often problematic for non -expe rt
writers who fear directing criticism to authorities and other auth ors
(see, e.g., Greene 1995, Belcher 1995, Peritz 1993, Mathison 199 6).
Yet, demands for a critical approach to learning make it essential
that students be provided with opportunities for practising writing
critiques.
This relates to the fourth aspect of writer identity proposed by
Ivani… (1998: 24), which she labels possibilities for self-hood.
These constrain actual people writing actual texts and, unlike the
previous three aspects, they exist not in the writer but in their sociocultural context. Accordingly, some people are more privileged than
othe rs since, for example, their institutions accord them more status
than others. The relationship of teacher-as-evaluator vs. student-aswriter is bound to create constraints for students. Nevertheless,
social identity may be multi-faceted and several identities may
operate simultaneously. Emphasis on the writer’s identity and
strong authorial stance also relates to the question of the use of ‘I’
or the first person in academic writing. Tang and John (1999) have
distinguished different phases as markers of growth in the writer’s
authorial pow er. These phases seem to be paralleled in the speech
acts displayin g interpretation. Thus, the acts of reporting
correspond to self as recou nter, which is the least powerful position
in Tang and John ’s terminology. The acts of evaluation present the
writer as opinion-ho lder and the acts of discussion as instig ator,
which indicates the highest degree of authorial pow er.
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4 HOW ARE REACTION PAPERS WRITTEN?
I now intend to examine two reaction pape rs produced by Finnish
university students as part of their English for Academic Purposes
language courses. Both reaction pape rs were produced as reports of
self-study projects in which students were free to choose any source
materials relevant to their field of study. Neither student had been
supplied with any actual template for the reaction pape r; the task
description was simply to provide a report on what was done and
how the students had benefited from the texts they had read. 5
I hope that the analysis of these student writings will to some
extent answer the question of how to write a reaction pape r. The
following speech acts, two of them specific to reaction pape rs and
six specific to critical summaries as well, were distinguished in the
analysis:
Speech acts specific to a reaction paper:
reporting of action:
reflective discussion:

what the writer did; e.g., I did three articles
what was the value of the action reported to the
writer

Speech acts showing interpretation in critical summ aries:
plain reporting:

the writer refers to the source text without
making any explicit menta l, textual or
contextual interpretation; e.g., ‘The author says
that ...’

interpretative reporting:

the writer makes inferences or clarifies the
conten ts of the source text; e.g., ‘What is
common to these three articles is ...’

5

The o riginal instru ction w as as follows: Write A report on what you did,
found and learned while doing your self-study; in other words, write a reaction
paper (with you r own views and evaluatio ns included , not just an informative
summary) of the articles (minimum: two articles), book(s) or other m aterials you
chose for your project.
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evaluative reporting:

the writer supp lemen ts an act of plain or
interpretative reporting with an evaluation; it
often has an introdu ctory function; e.g.,
‘Com pared to the previous text, this author’s
opinion is even more modern .’

evaluation prop er:

the writer evaluates the source text author’s
views or facts presented in the text (close
involvement with the author; good - bad, right
- wron g); e.g., ‘The author has irrevo cably
fallen out of the whee ls of prog ress.’

evaluative discussion:

the writer evaluates the source text or the value
of the ideas expressed in it; often with an
anapho ric, conclusive function (detachment
from the author); e.g., ‘The text was very
informa tive and well-constructed.’

discussion prop er:

the writer develops the topic of the source text
further; e.g. ‘My own view of the issue is the
following: . . . .’

The codes used in the analysis of the reaction pape rs (both of which
are unedited) are as follows:
reporting of action:
reflective discussion:
neutral reporting:
interpretative reporting:
evaluative reporting:
evaluation prop er:
evaluative discussion:
discussion prop er:

CAPITALS
CAPITALS

underlining
dou ble underlining
underlining + boldface
boldface
italicized boldface
italics

My analysis thus combines the acts of interpretation, which display
the writer’s subjective stances on the sources, and the two acts
specific to the reaction pape r, which are the main focus of this
investigation. The other approach would have been to regard the
reaction paper only in terms of its two specific and idiosyn cratic
speech acts of reported action and reflective discussion. In adopting
the first approach I am proposing the general applicability of my
analytical model of interpretation to other types of creative writing
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than critical summaries and book reviews for which it was
originally developed.

5 FULL ANA LYSIS OF THE FIRST
REACTION PAPER
REACTION PAPER 1
“The dram atic year in Russia, according to the Newsweek”
(1) I RE A D THROUGH THIS YEARS N EWSWEEKS IN ORDER TO FIND AN
INTERESTING THEME for my self-study project. (2) W HILE I WAS LOOKING
THROUGH THESE MAGA ZINES , it came obvious that there was basicly two
larger topics available : Bill & Monica or the situation of Russia. (3) I
CHOSE the latter one ....
(4) I am not familiar with Eng lish magazines and of course there were
plenty of strange words in this particular ma gazine. (5) B UT I WAS
SURPRISED HOW QUICKLY I GOT USED TO ITS LANGUAGE.

The first reaction paper is based on the browsing of seven (1998)
issues of Newsweek magazines. It displays a great variety of speech
acts denoting different degrees of interpretation. Interestingly, there
is only one act of plain reporting in Sentence (2) ... there was
basicly two larger topics available: Bill & Monica or the situation
of Russia, while the acts of interpretative reporting are resorted to
on six occasions. Moreo ver, the acts of reflective discussion are
used six times by the writer (see, e.g., Sentence (5), abov e). In the
present reaction paper the first three of these acts are no real
indications of reaction; they rather report on the action taken during
the self-study project. For this reason, they are labelled as reporting
of action:
(6) This Russian situation has prop ably been in every possib le newspap er
in the world, BUT SOMEHOW I HAVE MANA GED NOT TO PAY MUCH
ATTENTION TO THE SUBJECT, EVEN THOUGH I SHOULD HAVE. (7) So WHILE
READING THESE ARTICLES I FINALLY STARTED TO LEARN who is who in the
Russian politics. (8) I T WAS NEW TO ME T H A T there is this small and
carefully selected group of oligarchs who supported Yeltsin’s 1996
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campaign and who are now keeping him in power no matter wha t. (9) In
other word s, todays’s weak president Boris Yeltsin has become their
pup pet.

Sentence (6) above starts with a speculative act of interpretative
reporting referring to the situation reported in the newstexts . The
second but clause in Sentence (6) displays a borderline case
between an act of reflective discussion and one of evaluative
discussion; the latter option is feasible because of its reference to
the time before the self-study project. The final utterance in
Sentence (6) even though I should have makes an anapho ric
reference to sensible action in the past, typical of the acts of
evaluative discussion in critical summaries which often present
recommendations or suggest improvemen ts to texts. Yet, in this
analysis the utterance is placed in the catego ry of reflective
discussion, which clearly relates to the present assignmen t.
Sentence (7), how ever, directly reports on the reader’s response to
the sources and is therefore a typical example of reflective
discussion; in other words, it recounts the process starting in the
stud ent’s mind as a reaction to the activity of reading the articles.
Sentence (8) continues with an act of reclective discussion
commenting on a newly learned fact:
(10) It was intresting to notice the difference between Finnish and
American press culture. (11) In Newsweek there is used these overdram atic expressions and sometimes quite strange m etapho rs. (12) I
supp ose Newsw eek is considered as a serious and prestigeous magazine
but expressions like ‘brain-dead comm unists’ sound quite strange to
my ear.
(13) W HILE READING THESE ARTICLES I FOUND A TINY HISTORIAN IN ME .
(14) I STARTED TO SEE an opp ortun ity for greatness in Russia. (15) Russia
would obviously need a strong leader, maybe someone like Peter the
Grea t.
Source: Issues of Newsweek of April 6, 27; July 13; Septemb er 7, 21, 28;
October 12, 1998.

In Sentence (9), above, and at the beginning of Sentence (12) the
writer engages in acts of interpretative reporting, and in Sentence
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(10) and Sentence (12) she adds an evaluative stance to her
interpretations; hence the acts of evaluative reporting. Sentence
(11) and the but clause in Sentence (12) display acts of evaluative
discussion, which means that the writer adopts a more detached
stance on the source texts and assesses the general position of the
magazine in the realm of journalism. The end of Sentence (12)
seems to display an act of evaluation proper since the detached
general remarks on the style and approach of the Newsweek
discourse are made more personal by the writer’s example
concerning brain-dead commu nists, which shows that the writer is
now personally involved while expressing her annoyance. The
application of my model of interpretation to examples such as
Sentence (11) and Sentence (12) may suggest to the reader that the
model may be somewhat too detailed for this type of analysis.
Applied to its original data (Stotes bury 1999: 185 –19 1), how ever,
there was a clear case for distinguishing between these two speech
acts of evaluative writing.
Sentences (13)–(15) of the final paragraph contain two acts of
reflective discussion summarizing what the end result of the
learning experience consisted of for the writer. Sentence (13),
making use of a modified popu lar slogan, frames the result of the
self-study: the student started seeing the studied discourse through
a true histo rian’s spectacles. Sentence (14) gives the conclusion
drawn by the writer and Sentence (15), in employing an act of
evaluative discussion, makes the final comment in the form of a
kind of suggestion.

6 PARTIAL ANA LYSIS OF THE SECOND
REACTION PAPER
The second reaction paper uses the same speech acts of reporting,
evaluation and discussion as the first reaction paper did, but its
initial and final paragraphs elaborate further on the reported action,
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and focus more extensively on the reflective discussion than was
the case in the first reaction pap er:
REACTION PAPER 2
(1) I READ A BOOK which was written by Michael Billig AS A PART OF MY
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY STUDIES . (2) T HE FIELD OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY IS
WIDE AND IN AN ATTEMPT TO GET AN OVERALL VIEW OF THE FIELD I HAD
TO READ SEVERAL BOOKS TO INITIATE MYSELF INTO THE SUBJECT. (3) I
DECIDED TO USE THIS BOOK AS A BASE OF MY SELF - STU DY PROJECT
BECAUSE IT OPENED MY EYES IN A NEW WAY AND I REALLY THINK THAT I
DID NOT JUST READ THIS BOOK , AS I USUALLY DO , BUT THAT READING THIS
BOOK REQUIRED DEEPER PROCESSING AND UNDERSTANDING THROUGH
LEARNING .

Hence, for example, Sentence (2) explains the necessity to read
several books in order to become familiar with a field, although the
reaction paper is written on the basis of only one book.
Furthermore, the initial paragraph gives the first reactions to the
learning experience, in the middle of Sentence (3) it opened my eyes
in a new way, even if that remark is given as a justification for
choosing that particular book. The first paragraph also throws light
on the end result of the self-study, since it provides a summ ary
statement or a lead for the whole piece of writing thus conforming
with the typical rhetorical expectations of Anglo-American
academic writing. Because of the lengthiness of the second reaction
pape r, in its following analysis I shall discuss the speech acts
specific to a reaction paper only (indicated by capitals) and hope
that the typographical signalling of the other speech acts, specific to
critical summary, will by now be self-explanatory:
(4) The book, “Ideology and Opin ions” is a study of rhetorical approach
in social psychology. (5) In the beginning I HAD DIFFICULTIES TO EVEN
UNDERSTAND what the concept “rhetorica l” means in psychology. (6) I T
IS A TOTALLY UNFAMILIAR CONCEPT TO ME SO I HAD TO LOOK THE
EXPLANATION OF THE WORD FROM MY DICTIONARY of international
word s. (7) That was not enough because THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE
W O RD REQUIRED TO READ THE WHOLE BOOK and to find out what the
author of the book means by “rhetorical approach”. (8) I consider it as
a defect in psychology that concep ts are used in almo st an arbitrary
ways. (9) D ifferent scientists use the same conce pts but mean different
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things and even one single psycho logist can use the same concept and
refer to different things with it in different situations. (10) This view is
not totally my own, it is a major issue of critic in the field of psychology,
but it really is easy to me to agree with those who claim that there is a
need for clarification with the usage of psycho logical concep ts.

The second paragraph concentrates on the difficulties which the
writer faced in this reading-writing encounter Sentences (5)–(7) and
how she attempted to solve them by means of a dictio nary but came
to the conclusion that a true understanding of the term rhetorical
would entail a reading of the whole book. The but clause in
Sentence (10) ... but it really is easy to me to agree with those who
... displays another borderline case but one now between an act of
evaluation proper and an act of reflective discussion. An instance
such as I agree is a clear case of evaluation proper. Another
instance such as It is really easy for me sugges ts reflection,
how ever. Yet, it is not reflecting on any new phase of the learning
process. Hence it might prompt a new subc atego ry of reflective
evaluation in a more detailed analysis of reaction papers. At this
stage, how ever, I would design ate it as an act of evaluation proper
even though it displays a clear contrast to Sentence (11) below,
which might alternatively be determined as a case of evaluative
discussion since its focus is on the text rather than in a more
involved way, on the writer’s person, as is the case in Sentence
(10):
(11) Michael Billig’s book “Ideology and Opin ions” does not suffer of
inner inconstan cies or mixed concep ts but getting “into the book” and
understanding the author’s ideas of social psychology requir ed quit e
much work to understand his, one could say revolutiona ry views of
rhetorical approach in social psychology. (12) I think it is und erstanda ble
that connections between ancient orators and their rhetoric are not so
easily connected to academ ic psyc hology. (13) There is a clear
explanation and it is that academic, or mainstream psychology is mostly
experimental and because it has had a dominant role in psycho logical
literature, academ ic psychology is what one usually gets to read. (14)
The rhetorical appro ach seemed at first really odd, mystifious and
indefinite, like pseudo science. (15) N OW , AFTER I HAVE READ THE
WHOLE BOOK I AM REALLY GLAD THAT I DID NOT GIVE UP AND LOSE MY
INTEREST BECAUSE OF THE BASIC CONCEPT THAT WAS TOO STRANGE AND
DIFFICULT FOR ME . (16) Michael Billig is an extraordin ary critic, he
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sees the inconstancies and odd ities of the former studies of social
psychology, but still he remains open to criticism himself. (17) When he
discernin gly sees the lacks of former studies, he really has something to
offer, which wou ld make those studies better. (18) It is frustrating to
read critics who have nothing to offer in order to make things better, but
Mic hael Billig is not the one to blame for this. (19) His view of
rhetorical psychology is a theory which remind us that thinking is in fact
an inner argument and that when we think we in other words argue
internally. (20) The author has several illustrating studies, part of them
empirical studies, and with these studies he shows how our social life can
be interpreted in ways of rheto rical psy chology. (21) Without those
examp les it wou ld have been difficult to get a who le picture of Billig’s
ideas, but the examp les were really good and this way to show his ideas
was really clear and insuring.

In Sentence (14) the writer displays an act of evaluation proper –
her first reaction to the concept of rhetorical approach, which the
book was about, although the evaluative act was disguised in the
form of an impression. The following act in Sentence (15) reflects
on her action and expresses her contentment with having read the
book to its end, which solved the writer’s major problem:
(22) T HE BEST THING THAT I ACHIEVED BY READING THIS BOOK WAS THAT
IT GAVE SEVERAL NEW POINT OF VIEWS THAT I HAVE NOT BEEN NOTICED IN
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY . (23) T O CRITICIZE IS A TALENT FOR ME AND IN THE
FIELD OF PSYCHOLOGY ONE CERTAINLY NEEDS THE ABILITY TO CRITICIZE .
(24) The field needs integration instead of rival schoo ls and this
integration cannot be made without examining all possib le point of
views. (25) That is the best way to get closer to the truth and being onesided is not a benefit to anyon e, instead it is a sign of ignoran ce. (26)
“I DEOLOGY AND O PINIO N S ” G A VE ME NEW INSIGHT TO THIS ISSUE, IT
SHOWED ME IN WHAT WAYS FORMER STUDIES CAN BE QUESTION ED . (27)
T HIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT NOW I AM ABLE TO ARGUE AND COMPLA IN ,
BUT TO WIDEN MY OWN KNOWLEDGE I NOW HAVE TOOLS TO QUESTION ,
CRITICIZE AND THEREFORE SPACE TO NEW THOUGTHS AND VIEWS . (28) I
SEEK FOR WISDOM, BUT BEFORE THAT I HAVE TO QUESTION MY OWN VIEWS
OVER AND OVER AGAIN .

This second reaction paper is more academic in style than the first,
which is natural since its source discourse is an academic textbook
of social psychology, while the first was based on articles in a
popular news magazine. Apart from recapitulating on the value of
reading the book in general, the final Sentences (26)–(28) underline
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the necessity of questioning and being critical. Hence, the writer is
not only reflecting on the actual benefits and results of reading the
book, but also on how this self-study experience gave her tools
which would be applicable to future learning events as well. This
kind of final conclusion is the best recommendation for this mode
of writing and sums up the value of the reaction paper for students’
writing and even more particularly for their learning to be critical.

7 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ABOVE
REACTION PAPERS
Although neither of these students was specifically instructed on
how to write a reaction pape r, the analysis above shows that both
students interpreted a rather vague task in a way similar to my
previous thoug hts about what a reaction paper could be like. Thus
these students, to a greater degree than their peers performing the
same assignmen t, seemed to display an understanding of a critical
approach to the texts to be studied. On the basis of these reaction
pape rs it will be possible to provide more detailed suggestions for
future students’ writing practice. Nevertheless, in the case of
reaction pape rs students should not be guided too much in their
writing since this may have adverse effects on their authorial power
and freedom to react. Thus, critical writing, in whatever format and
under whatever heading it is to be implemented, should not be
prescriptive but give the writer a free hand to react to sources
critically, that is, even to question the very assignmen t.
The two new speech acts specific to reaction pape rs introduced
in this article, reporting of action and reflective discussion,
naturally appear to have some similarities with my earlier findings.
When I previously examined different intertextual levels in
students’ summaries (Stotes bury 199 4), I noted that the highest or
newest level of intertextuality consisted of questions directed to the
teacher reading the summary. In the Bakhtinian interpretation
(supplied then ), I suggested that this move was one intended by the
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summarizer to inform the superaddressee (Bakh tin’s term, which I
have used in a somewhat different sense), the actual, rather than
intended, audience of the summ ary in the person of the teacher or
evalu ator. The speech act of reporting of action has a similar
function, that is, what the writer/student did and why, so that the
reader/teacher would be informed. The speech act of reflective
discussion, how ever, is basically directed at the writer him/h erself.
E.M. Forster (1968; quoted in Biggs [1988: 205 ]) has remarked that
he first has to write about something before he knows what he
thinks about it. In the same way, the speech act of reflective
discussion typical of the reaction paper clarifies the thoug hts of
writers and possibly makes them reflect on the source materials
more profoun dly and critically than in such pieces of writing as
informative or even critical summaries. On the surface, this speech
act may also be directed at the recipient of the piece of writing, but
it seems that in reaction pape rs the emphasis is clearly on selfreflection and the value experienced by the writer.
To conclude, Bazerman (1992: 19) has pointed to another value
in reactive writing, arguing that “real intellectual exchange begins
when we react to what we read. The writer's words touch our
minds; soon we will have something to say in reply. The reader
becomes a writer”. Although I have used this quotation before to
argue the case for critical summaries, it seems to be even more
appropriate for reaction papers. Hence, opportunities for enhanced
reactions will pave the way for enhanced intellectual exchanges in
discourse.
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